Elton High—Week 8
Friday 5 June 2020

Headteacher’s Weekly Update
With the final half term of the year now underway we
would usually be looking forward to the end of GCSE
exams, the Year 11 Prom, Sports Day and Year 6
transition activities. Obviously this half term will be very
different, with the school remaining closed to most of our
students and different arrangements taking place for
some of those aforementioned events. However, it is
important to remind our students that we will return
back to normal in the coming months and they must be
assured that school will be better than ever when they
return. Our entire staff cannot wait to work with them all
again while key facilities such as the new 3G pitch will be
waiting for them to use. It is now nearly ready and, as the
photos in this bulletin show, it really is a fantastic new
facility that adds yet another dimension to our school.
As has been mentioned previously, Year 10 students are
currently the only year group who are expected back into
high school before the summer holidays. I have sent a
letter to all those parents / carers this afternoon which
gives details about our plans, but the basic points are as
follows:
 From a week on Monday (June 15th), Year 10
students will attend one session in school for around
two hours. This will give them the chance to review
their experiences of the past few months and outline
their next steps.
 From the following week (June 22nd) onwards, the
year group will be divided into small cohorts of about

40 students, with each cohort then coming to school for
at least one morning a week to experience some
teaching sessions from across the curriculum. The
government guidance is that no more than 25% of that
year group can be in school at any one time so we have
to limit the numbers and therefore plan on a rota basis.
We are confident that the plans that are being put in place
are practical, straightforward and most importantly will
reinforce the safety of those returning students. As I have
said, a more detailed letter has already been sent and we
will be collecting the feedback of parents about these
plans.
In the meantime, we wish to emphasise how our younger
students are just as important as those Year 10s,
particularly when we consider the length of time they have
been outside of school. That is why our teachers are
continuing to try and set work that is engaging and
rewarding, with that work being monitored on a weekly
basis. All our form tutors are also in the process of making a
second round of phone calls to their students and we will
continue to make plans for their successful, settled return
in September.
Thanks for your continuing support and as always, please
contact me directly if you have any questions or queries
about matters arising from this information.
Jonathan Wilton, Headteacher
wiltonj@eltonhigh.bury.sch.uk

General Notices:
Concerns Raised—Whitehead Lodges
We have been given notice that during the past week
or so there have been a large group of young people
gathering by Ainsworth Lodges, usually from
afternoon into the evening. We have been informed
that there are up to 30 young people from a mixture
of local high schools including Elton, with the children
mainly being from year groups 9 and 10.
The concerns centre around the behaviour of this
group, with litter being left around the area and some
notice about anti-social behaviour. Further to this, the
group are obviously breaching social distancing
guidelines which is obviously a worry with the
coronavirus still showing relatively high rates of

infection.
We ask parents/carers to be aware of this issue and
please try to ensure that your child avoids meeting
other young people in that area, particularly in large
groups. The police have been informed and they will
be making regular checks so as to disperse the group
as necessary.
We are proud of the reputation of our school in Bury
and thank you for your support in ensuring that our
students do not tarnish our good name with
inappropriate behaviour brought on by a mixture of
boredom and selfishness.

3G Football Pitch Update
The new 3G football pitch is nearly built with the
synthetic surface being completed this week,
permanent line markings now installed and the sand
dressing / rubber crumb being spread across the pitch
over the last few days. Landscaping will start next
week, along with reinstating the haul road. It is
anticipated that handover will be during week
commencing 15 June 2020.

There will be some very strict guidelines in place with
regards to footwear that is allowed on the pitch and
only plastic studded footwear will be permitted.
Your PE kit from September will therefore need to
include this footwear. The PE department will also be
purchasing spare footwear that students can borrow
if needed.

Year 7 Notice Board
Hello to all Year 7 students, parents, guardians and
our wider families.
Hope you are all keeping well and managing to
establish effective working routines; also that you
are keeping yourselves safe and emotionally well.
It is the start of a new term and as Mr Wilton stated
in the last KIT:
'We are keenly aware of the
excellent work being done by so many of our
students who have adjusted to the new way of
working in such an impressive manner.' - I would
also like to extend this message of praise to the Year
7 students too. We will be showcasing work
completed by students on the Year 7 noticeboard;
both within the school environment and through
online learning. This week's work is from an English
lesson on Mini-sagas. Students were asked to write
a 50 word narrative on a subject of their choice.
Please feel free to send me your own 50 word
stories for a chance to be a published writer (albeit,
in the KIT edition) and a chance to win one of our
personalised
prizes.
Just
email
turbilld@eltonhigh.bury.sch.uk with your Minisaga. This week's Mini-sagas were written by Isabel
Gallagher and Sienna McGilligan

Finally, as a team, we are really keen to reward
students for their exceptional work; therefore, we will
be awarding a Year 7 Pupil of the Week to recognise
students highlighted for exceptional work by their
teachers - congratulations to last week's winner:
Pheobe Gough. Plus each week, there will be a prize
draw with certificates and gifts being sent home
through the post - watch this space. You have to be 'In
it, to win it' Year 7, so make sure you are fully
engaging in your online learning to qualify for a place
into the weekly number generator.
Best of luck to you all and have a safe and successful
week.
Mrs Turbill and the Year 7 team

Pupil of the Week:
Holly Calvert - nominated by Miss Dulhanty for
consistently fabulous work.
Kaitlyn Kay-Walker - nominated by Mrs Turbill for
establishing an excellent home learning routine and
consistently excellent effort with all work handed in
on time.
Callum Witney - nominated by Mrs Cooper for
excellent work under exceptional circumstances.
Well done!

Secrets of the School
The door creaked open as the sign read: Elton High.
Slowly, I stepped inside creeping around the
building; this building is definitely ancient I thought.
I walked around the bottom floor, there was paper
all over the walls, each reading something
different... mostly the names of students as I carried
on walking. Then I turned around and read the
message: I AM WATCHING YOU!

Alone:
Alone as always, the girl sat eating her dinner. She
got made fun of for being a nerd. She was never
seen. Always hiding, not even seen at dinner break.
But sooner or later she knew she would have more
on her hands...
Please feel free to contact myself, the class
teachers, or your form tutors if you are finding the
online learning difficult to manage. We will help and
support you all we can and we are there for you if
you have any queries. As you know, it is important
that students are engaging with their learning as we
face these unprecedented times, but we do
understand that every situation is unique, so just
keep up the lines of communication and we
endeavour to make contact with you over the
coming weeks.

The forwarded pictures are of work completed by
Holly Calvert (pupil of the week) and the images are
options to go with the mini-sagas.

To all Year 10 students and parents
To provide further support for Year 10 students with
their preparation for the Maths GCSE next year, we
are pleased to be able to provide access to a brand
new online resource (SchoolExams), containing
exam questions, model answers, and video solutions
to exam questions. The quality of the videos is the
best we have seen. They are professionally shot by a
TV production team. The normal cost of this product
is £34.99 per year for members of the public, but we
are providing it to you free of charge.
You will also be able to search for exam questions
on any topic area you are struggling with and
practise them with high quality feedback and
solutions. To take advantage of this valuable
revision tool, you first need to click on the link
below and register using your school email address.

Link (click here to sign up)
You will notice that the questions are from Edexcel
maths papers. Don't worry about this. The difference
between AQA and Edexcel is tiny. Both exam boards
follow the same maths curriculum, so you will get the
same benefit.
Please do not miss this opportunity to improve your
GCSE grade. Register today and start using the
website. Give us your feedback, as the makers of
SchoolExams want to improve it by responding to
your suggestions.
If you have any questions, please email me
(wilsond@eltonhigh.bury.sch.uk)
Happy revising!
Mr Wilson

History Department Update
The History Department continues to be impressed with the amazing work being completed by all year groups.
Year 8 have been busy finishing their work about slavery, with some fantastic end-of-topic projects handed in already.
Year 9 are approaching the end of the Second World War; there has been some excellent work about the D-Day Landings, as
well as fantastic reviews of the ‘Simple History’ cartoons—it is clear they have learned a lot!
Year 10 are also grafting away, learning about how Elizabeth I secured her position queen after defeating the Spanish Armada.
The work you can see here has been completed by year 7 who have been researching medieval fashion and creating amazing
magazine articles. The rest of this work is due to be handed in this week, so we can’t wait to see what everyone else
comes up with!

Ben Allen

Freddie Gundry

Holly Calvert

Indie Withington

Oliver Mallalieu

A very witty article by James Lowe!

Jasmine Holt

Isabelle Sellstrom

Some examples of the brilliant
work done by year 9 about
Operation Barbarossa!

Ruby Graham

Katie Buggie

Food Tech Department Update

Design Tech Department Update
Well done to the Year 7 Design Technology students for their outstanding effort with their assignment
about designing a robot to help elderly people with tasks at home! Attached is a collection of just some
of their fantastic work that exemplifies how the use of technology could help us in the future.

Kaitlin Kay-Walker

Evie White

Alfie Wardle

Ahmed Alradhi

Poppy Kerr

Charlie Holt

Imogen Barnett

Isabelle Bennet

Halle Fitzpatrick

Maia Galloway

Joseph Critchley
Matthew Chew

Zak Walsh

Kyle Robinson

Kalista Weaver

Geography Department Update
Mrs Dyer's summer term (1) stars. Thank you for all of your hard work.
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Qambar-Ali Adeel

Jayden Barlow

Darcy Ashworth

Olivia Hamilton

James Chao

Ameenah Ahmed

Amelia Cockburn

Rebecca Kenyon

Lucy Harrop

Jack Healy

Muhammed Ahmed

Albert Cottam

Alisha Crawford

Harrison Hill

Paige Owen

Tom Ashton

Oliver Grannell

Rianna Chrimes

Rosie Hunt

Daniel Rigby

Haris Esmail

Dolcie Hansler

Holly Mackay

Sukhpreet Kaur

Caleb Tam

Isaac Hickey

Skye Mattocks

Caitlin Nowell

Emily Marsden

Bailey Withington

Summer Mahon

Fin Neary

Josh Parker

Farhan Mohammed

Ross Wray

Harry Norris

Georgia Reynolds

Molly Rivers

Tom Murnane

Daniel Tammadge

Maxwell Seddon

Humaira Shahzad

Billie Smith

Ben O'Brien

Morgan Davenport

Dylan Southworth

Harris Tootell

Ammara Usman

Isabelle Sellstrom

Khiya Sweeney
Sarah Tomlinson

Alex Wild

Luke White

James Thewlis

Charlie Hall
Luke Bunting

Cai Williams

Alex Yates

Bradley Sullivan

Imogen Howarth
Paige Chappell

Katie Buggie

Lois Beresford

Olivia Daly
Toby Willis

Rubi-Lea Richards
Jasmine Holt

Q2:A large scale agricultural development can bring both advantages and disadvantages.
Explain this statement using an example you have studied (6 marks)
Cs= an example of an agricultural large scale farm is almeria in Spain.
p= the first disadvantage of agricultural large scale farming is poor working conditions for the
locals and the migrants.
Ev= in Spain on the farm, almeria, more than 100,000 migrants work in the hot temperatures of
over 45C, they also work over 8 hours a day. Furthermore they get 35Euros a day.
Ex= this means that they are mistreated. However they have been given limitations to what they
can do, they don’t have many choices for themselves. They have been given orders to follow. So
this causes conflict with everyone. Locals create conflict with the migrants. This unfortunately
increase violent attacks towards people.
P= one advantage of agricultural large scale farming is here is large amounts of cheap food
grown using green houses and hydroponics.
Ev= in Spain they get 220mm of rainfall each year, so 2 crops are grown each year and 2.7 million
tonnes of vegetables e.g. potatoes are grown.
Ex= this means that there is an increase in the yield in the farm so more crops can be grown.
Creating economic opportunities. So, as larger amounts of food is grown, money is created. Money
from the taxes can go back into spain and pay for education, healthcare and infrastructure.
P= Another disadvantage of agricultural large scale farming is as there are a lot of farms about,
this will create a lot of plastic waste that ends up in the sea.
Ev= in Spain rubbish collects at the El Pozuelo coastline, causes lives of wildlife to be affected
e.g. sperm whales.
Ex= This means that as wildlife is affected this causes a ripple effect. This means a decrease in
biodiversity as the plastic waste is found in the sperm whales stomach. So, as farms increase
more pollution is created and animals start to become endangered or in severe cases extinct.

Well done
Sarah Ford.
An
excellent
case study
answer for
Almeria!
Keep up the
good work!
Title of work:
resources
sustainable
farming case
study answer.

Year 10 work of the week – well done Luke Taylor!

Title of work: resources sustainable farming case study
answer.

Q3. P One advantage of large scale agricultural development is that it creates a wide range
of jobs. Ev In Almeria 100000 low skill jobs were created and there was a growth of Rand
D and plastic making and recycling companies. Ex This means that there is a wide range of
jobs for the people in Almeria so there is jobs available for people with good levels of
education and people without access to education like the migrant population from Africa
meaning that more taxes are created as more people are working so there is more money to
invest in education, infrastructure and healthcare.
P:Another advantage of large scale agricultural development is that it produces a large
amount of cheap food. EV: In Almeria there is 220mm of rain a year and 2.7 million tonnes
of vegetables are produced a year from the 2 crops grown. EX This means that there is a
higher yield reducing food insecurity without using to much water from aquifiers causing
them to run dry or causing soil erosion which would break up the nutrient cycle meaning less
plants can be grown.
P One disadvantage is that there is a large amount of rubbish created which creates litter
along the coasts. EV: The area the farms cover is growing and there is large amounts of
rubbish along the el Pozuelo coast line which impacts on wildlife eg. Sperm whales. EX: This
means that local plants and wildlife like the sperm whale which were found with rubbish in
their stomachs are damaged decreasing the biodiversity of the area

Fantastic
research and
presentation, well
done Joseph
Critchley!

Year 9 work of the
week

Fantastic
research, well
done Scott
Headley-Price!

Title of work: World
Tour checkpoint

Title of work:
Tsunamis research

Great work from Amy
Cottingham- excellent
research, well done!

Title of work: World
Tour checkpoint

Title of work: World
Tour checkpoint

Great work
from Bethany
McDade. Well
done and keep
up the hard
work.

Languages Department Update
Eleanor Mawhinney provided
lots of information about the
trip and really researched the
price of travel, accommodation
and activities.

Lori Watters enhanced
her project with beautiful art work

Jacob Yau made a Lego video of atrip to
Paris!

What a beautiful collage from Madeleine
Carse, with information included too.
Lauren Dennis set her itinerary out as a
leaflet, and included visits to several of
Paris’s famous tourist attractions.

Languages Department Update
We’ve been so impressed with the standard of the trip planning project work that years 7, 8 and 9 have done recently. Here
are just a few examples of some wonderful work from year 8 students who planned a trip to Paris. Next week we will show
the examples of Year 7 and Year 9 trips to Barcelona and Madrid!

Mr Adamson’s students

Mrs Bardsley’s students

Miss Barlow’s students

Mrs Duffy’s students

YEAR 9
Olivia Edge
Lucy Lowe
Ellie McCullock
Ellie Rothwell-Ledger
Molly-Louise Shenton
Charlie Teale
YEAR 8
Zoe Diamanti
Charlotte Griffin
Haseeb Haq
Imogen Smith
Mia Wilde
YEAR 7
Ameenah Ahmed
Muhammed Ahmed
Thomas Ashton
Jessica Heyes
Tino Jeremiah
Blake Jones
Ava Kaute
Michael Kilpatrick
Florence Livesey
Summer Mahon
Niamh McBride
Matilda McGough
Zach McMullen
Chelsea Mollard
Corrine Newton
Isla Nield
Max Reynolds
Imogen Roddy
Maxwell Seddon
Sara Shokatyan
Mia Smith
Dylan Southworth
Grace Ward
Kalista Weaver
Evie White

YEAR 9
Katy Buggie
Olivia Hamilton
Jasmine Holt
Sukhpreet Kaur
Emily Marsden
Ruby Rathmill
Isabelle Sellstrom
Bradley Sullivan
Levi Seale
YEAR 7
Heidi Aspinall
Jude Barnes
Isabelle Bennett
Matthew Chew
Declan Haworth
Safa Jawed
Kaitlin Kay-Walker
Poppy Kerr
Holly Murray
Isobel Oxley
Lily Powell
Charlotte Reeves
Georgeanna Walker
Phoebe Anderson
Holly Calvert
Ruby Graham
Freddie Gundry
Isobel Howarth
James Howe
Oliver Mallalieu
Dominic Slater
Callum Tattersall
Indie Withington
Holly Williamson

YEAR 9
Darcy Ashworth
Rianna Chrimes
Isabelle Devenport
Rebecca Kenyon
Holly Makay
Cailtin Nowell
Ellie Armstead
Reece Bates
Mia Davenport
Rachael Filkins
Luca Kneale
Katie Rayner
Emily Schofield
Emma Broome
Sareena Howarth
Nina Jones
Freya McGinty.
Albert Cottam
YEAR 8
Millie Daisley
Corey Lomax
Olivia Soares
Jack Weston
Amelia Cockburn
YEAR 7
Halle Fitzpatrick
Maia Galloway
Zak Walsh
Alena Dzafic
Alfie Wardle

YEAR 8
Harry Cain
Bethany Corrie
Lauren Dennis
Thomas Dentith
Ellie Fish
Hannah Hill
Zach Hirst
Lucy Lindsay
Ruby Smith
Lori Watters
Joseph Atkinson
Josh Butler
Anna Gisbourne
Olivia Gray
Monique Hall
Megan Howarth
Freya Pitt
Holly Reevell
Adam Warren
Charlotte Whittle
Jacob Yau
Thierry Gallagher
Sofia Baker
Maddie Carse
Amy Cottingham
Niamh Hardman
Corey Hoyle
Jessica Kenyon
Bethany McDade
Charlie Locke

Music Department Update
Year 7 Elements Posters

Science Department Update
KS3 Science have been looking at the effect that mass has on the speed that a paper helicopter drops
through the air.

Also after the recent success of the Space X launch they have been making their own model rockets!

KS4 biology have been carrying out an investigation looking at how temperature affects the rate of
diffusion, this was then linked to prokaryotic and prokaryotic cells.

Year 11 Prom
We had a few technical issues with the online payment system before half term. The deadline to pay
for the Prom has been extended to Friday 12th June. Payments can be made online or at reception.

KIT will be sent every Friday during the current lockdown.
Next issue to be sent on Friday 12 June 2020

